The Community of Sustainable Tourism
PROBLEM TO SOLVE:

Tourism industry environmental impact is growing > 10% / year

Hosts lack Tools to Promote their Green Hospitality

PROBLEM TO SOLVE:

Travelers cannot find Eco-Friendly Hospitality (but greenwashing)
Ecobnb connects responsible travelers with eco-friendly accommodations, that are investing in a better future.
Ecobnb provides simple and clear information, following 10 main Eco-Standards, internationally recognized.
We **Promote**

**Green Destinations** all around the world for local and central **Governments** who want to invest in Responsible Tourism
OUR IMPACTS

+ 200K Pageviews/month
+ 70K Users/month
+ 2K Listings
+ 20K Followers
+ 10K Booking Requests
For each booking travelers can avoid up to 8 kg of CO2 and 302 liters of water per Day! Saving about 295 trees.
Current Growth

4x

We are currently raising an investment round to grow 10x in the next 3 years.